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**Review**

When the day ends all of the bats come out to play! On this particular night, the moon is just right for a night at the beach. The bats gather up their supplies and luggage and head from the sky down to the sandy shores. They have so many fun things to do in the sand and the water. They make new friends with other animals that join them for a beach night. They surf and sail, play games and snack. When the sun starts to rise the bats say good bye to their friends and fun then quickly fly off before the day begins. Then off to sleep after a perfect night with the bats at the beach.

This reading adventure is a perfect read for children of all ages. With rhyming words this book is great fun to imagine what animals would be doing at the beach while us people are sleeping. The illustrations are so funny and make you feel as if you are seeing this adventure. The author made this book simple to read with very detailed and silly pictures. Any reader who enjoys silly books and has a great imagination will laugh the whole way through this book.